WE NEED YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT!
Don Blackwell, Executive Director

WHAT IS GBN DOING THAT IS WORTHY OF SUPPORT? We have been very busy doing the Lord’s work. Time and space in this newsletter will not allow me to tell you everything that we’re doing, but allow me to mention a few of our recent efforts and accomplishments.

#1 - GBN is now airing in South Africa. The Purple Turtle Group of companies based out of Port Elizabeth and Cape Town, South Africa now includes GBN as one of their channels in the web TV service that they offer to customers. We are excited about this and hope to add more of these in other countries.

#2 - GBN is expanding to radio. As of the time of this writing the FCC has approved sixteen applications for congregations around the brotherhood to become the owners of their own FM radio stations. GBN has been an integral part of this, and we plan to provide our own GBN radio stream to these congregations to fill air time. Some of the material to be aired will include great, faithful preachers from the past such as Guy N. Woods, Thomas Warren, Andrew Connally, and many others.

#3 - GBN is now broadcasting a live call-in program. Each Monday evening at 6:00 central time, viewers can tune in to GBN for LIVE questions and answers. Any viewers can call our studio, and experienced and capable preachers will answer their questions live on the air. This program is hosted by Mike Hixson and includes preachers such as B.J. Clarke, Gary Colley, Glenn Colley, Garland Elkins, Dan Cates, and Torrey Clark.
#4 - GBN is working aggressively to provide more content for children. We have been producing a series of short cartoons in which two rabbits (Howie and Honey) discuss Bible principles such as sharing, kindness, and lying on a level suitable for preschoolers. You can watch a sample of the videos on Youtube or on GBN's website. (http://goo.gl/Mtob2Q)

#5 - GBN is now emailing a weekly audio file produced by Tom Holland designed to “take back America.” These short audio spots are designed with the intention of motivating Americans to return to the Biblical principles that made this country great. Our country was founded on ethics such as hard work, honesty, and respect. These principles are straight from the mouth of God. If you want to receive these weekly email audio files, please sign up for our email blasts. (http://www.gbntv.org/email)

#6 - GBN continues to air 24/7 on 20 cable stations around the country, on Dish Network and DirecTV, on Roku, iPhone, Android, and Windows smartphones, tablets, and PCs, making GBN available to billions of people around the planet.

HOW CAN YOU HELP GBN? 1) Presently, we need one-time contributions to make up for the summer slump. 2) Join the $25 a month group to support the work on an ongoing basis. 3) Invite us to come and present the work of GBN to your congregation. 4) Send a memorial to GBN in honor of someone who has passed away. We will include it in our newsletter and monthly email blast. 5) Elders may consider donating fifth Sunday contributions to GBN. This has historically been a great blessing to us. 6) Put GBN in your will. We would be happy to assist with the details. 7) Pray. “The effective, fervent prayers of a righteous man avails much” (James 5:16). http://www.gbntv.org/donate

*The Gospel Broadcasting Network is fully supported from the donations of members of the churches of Christ around the world. We do not solicit donations from non-members of the church of Christ.*
NOAH MOVIE
In the last year Hollywood has seemed infatuated with the story of Noah and the ark. Not surprisingly, Hollywood’s version scarcely resembles the biblical account. World Video Bible School and Branyon May, Ph.D. have produced an outstanding two hour presentation on Noah and the flood. This masterpiece will air on GBN on Tuesday night, August 5th. Please join us for this scientifically enlightening and biblically accurate world premiere of The Reality of Noah’s Ark!

WVBS will be releasing this material on DVD on July 29th. Copies can be obtained from their website at www.wvbs.org.
[click here to see how to view GBN]

FIFTH SUNDAY
The month of August has five Sundays. Over the years many congregations have donated part or all of their fifth Sunday contribution to the work of the Gospel Broadcasting Network. This has been a great blessing to the work! If you would be willing to consider this or would like to have someone from GBN come and speak on that date, please let us know!

GBN LIVE

GBN LIVE is now airing on Monday at 7pm Eastern Time each week. We invite you to call and ask your question (662-874-5508) or send us your question by email at: gbnlive@gbntv.org. Episodes that have previously aired can be viewed in HD here: http://goo.gl/ZuJswh
We want to say a special thank you to all of our supporters. We especially want to recognize those who donate in memory, or in honor, of others. Here are this newsletter's memorials:

In Memory Of

Elton Jackson  
by Mildred Jackson
Mr. Keith Myers
by Florence church of Christ
James Foshee
by Shirley Foshee
Doris Ann Spivey  
by John Ed and Jo Frazier
Carl and Mary Taylor  
by Eddie and Jean Brinkley
Julie and Inez Scarbrough  
by Jerry and Jennifer Scarbrough
Margaret Sullins Johnson and Dennis D. Ledford  
by Bob and Marilyn Ledford
Jacquie Dority  
by Gary and Sandra Moore
Ross & Ethel Dyer and Lois Dyer  
by William Dyer
Oral and Etta Austin (Parents)  
by Carolyn Snider
Thomas Sullens and Helen Butcher  
by Walter and Mary Ann Bishop
Mrs. Sue Evatt  
by Bill and Kay Worsham
Curtis McNeese  
by Ladies Bible Class
Grundy Street church of Christ
Alma Lusk and Avarie Ramsey  
by Mary Davis
Sylvia Knott  
by Hollis and Nancy Tackitt
Joyce Elaine Rich Lindsey  
by Mr. Donald O. Lindsey
June Sanders  
by Benny Sanders
Johnnie Paris  
by WC and Nelma Chilton
Mr. Jan Sartain  
by Douglas and Glenda Williams
Sue Evatt  
by William and Kay Worsham
James T. and Fay Brunley  
by Billy Roy and Deborah Box
Thomas Sullens  
by Geneva May Hobbs
Teresa Mason and Robbie Winnett  
by Juanita Oliver
Jaunita Manuel

Harold Martin  
by Elaine Martin
Loving wife and mother: Carolyn Faye Smith
by Robert Smith
Barry Gilreath Sr.  
by Mike and Melissa Frost
Max Norman  
by Florence Thompson
Herbert Jones Sr. (Husband)  
by Will Jones
Lewis Crowder (Husband)  
by Theresa Crowder
Dear Friend: L. V. Johnson  
by Herbert and Irene Tollett
Jayne Galloway  
by John Ed and Jo Frazier
Dorothy Troutman Reed  
by South Pittsburgh church of Christ
Harlon (Husband); Don Rhoades (Dad); Emmitt & Nellie Rhoades (Grandparents)  
by Leresa Fowler
Tomijo Brown  
by Peggy Cooper
Preston & Georgia Cox  
by Joann Black Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd McKinney (Parents)  
by Wanda McKinney
Helen Davidson  
by Jim and Mary Hayes
Sister-Mary Lois Cantrell  
by Juanita Oliver
Melba Cunningham and Virginia Williamson  
by Ray Bomskie
Billy Martin  
by John Ed and Jo Frazier
Ray Burgess  
by Hollis and Nancy Tackitt
Ric Baker  
by Ladies Bible Class Grundy St. church of Christ
Bobby Tubb, Teresa Elrod Mason, Rob Slone, Zada Daphene Coppinger, and Les Redmon  
by Walter and Mary Ann Bishop
Joyce Elaine Rich Lindsey (Wife)  
by Donald O. Lindsey
Mrs. Julie Thurman, Mr. Kenneth Davis, Mrs. Betty Sherouse, and Mrs. Betty Sailors  
by Larry & Rose Wyatt
L. D. Walls
In Memory Of

Grandchildren: Hunter, Haley, Robert & Ryder Lynch
and Jesse & Jared Jones
by Barbara Weatherspoon

James Watkins
by Charles and Jimmy Dee Jones

Clarence and Opalene Brimer
by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dollahite

Opal Anderton
by Ladies Bible Class Grundy Street church of Christ

Clarence and Opalene Brimer, Tom and Linda McKeleroy, Dr. Vance Moore & Laura Moore
by Walter and Rita Ward

James Watkins
by Charles A. Jones

Mike Robison
by Ladies Bible Class Grundy Street church of Christ

In Perpetual Memory Of

IN PERPETUAL MEMORY of sons, Bobby, Jr. & Barry Glenn Bassford;
friends Mack Short and Doug Pate; Steve & Gladys Bottoms,
by Bobby & Eva Basford

IN PERPETUAL MEMORY of Bill and Sally Miller, Sr.,
by their son, Bill Miller

IN PERPETUAL MEMORY
Grayson O. Gilbert,
by Grace B. Gilbert

WE ARE INTERESTED IN COMING TO TELL YOU ABOUT THE WORK OF GBN.

Don Blackwell, Executive Director

If you currently support the Gospel Broadcasting Network and would be interested in having us come do a report on our work, please contact us to set up a time. If you do not currently support GBN but would like to know more about how a 24/7/365 national television network, run by members of the churches of Christ, operates then we would be delighted to come to your congregation and do a presentation!